The fundamental constants of Microlog have been determined in the experimental way in the tank of NaCl-water solution characterized with known resistivity. This way is affected by errors caused with two processes: the first is the electrode potentials being formed on the surface of electrodes, the second are final dimensions of the electrode pad, because surroundings out of pad influences both constants, as well. Both processes make that those constants are lower than their exact values. This is why we register Microlog with certain error which is changing after temperature in the borehole, because the electrode potentials are changing with temperature too. This paper offers the way of an exact calculation of both constants acquitted of mentioned errors; such calculation depends only on dimensions of electrodes and on distances between them. The best results are for the disc electrodes having identical radius and being very close to the point electrodes. For long enough spacing the values of constants tend to values for the point electrodes. The theoretically derived formulas for constants of the various electrode forms confirm preference of the disc electrodes over the squared electrodes; theory retrospectively proves the right experimental selection of the electrode shape.
Introduction
Calculation of both basic constants of Microlog executed with the help of a water tank flooded with NaC-water solution, when the resistivity of that solution is known, is influenced in negative sense with two factors. They are following: final dimensions of the electrode pad and the electrode potentials forming on the surface of electrodes. Both make that the determined constants are lower than their values calculated exactly.
For an exact calculation there are supposed the following conditions: no electrode potentials and the pad is an insulator formed like an infinite plane. In such case the influence of the outer electrically-conductive surroundings is zero. The ratio (A/a) is remarked as factor of magnification of the current electrode, whereas, the ratio (2m/a) is factor of translation of the same electrode in direction of x-axis.
Calculation of constant for the micro-normal
On condition that (2m/a) >> 1 you will receive the point electrodes. Relation (2) is easiest of all and its form is like that:
From fig.1 it is clear the factor of translation in direction y-axis (2m/a) is zero. Relation (2) is asymptote for all next relations having non-linear character. However, all the mentioned ones incline to linear relationship for (2m/a) >> 1. And for condition (2m/a) = 1 it holds that (k/a) = 2π.
The case of disc electrodes is solved like it is depicted on fig.1 . The centre of Cartesian coordinates (x, y) is laid in an arbitrary point of the current electrode A. By double integration you attain voltage contribution of this point for all surface of the potential electrode. However, the current electrode presents full set of such points. Therefore there is made next double integration. The centre of Cartesian coordinates (k, h) is in the centre of the current electrode and integration is over all surface of this electrode.
The procedure of integration is expressed due to following formulas: and , 2 
The result of integration is following: and , 2 2 1
.
Solution of integration after formula (4) was made thanks to Laplace transformation. Integration can be made, however, in polar coordinates, as well. The output formulas are different; they use the complete elliptic integral of the second type, nevertheless, the numeric calculation carries identical value like formulas from (13) to (15). By that both derived formulas, each in different coordinates, confirm one another and this is very important.
It is valid again formula (3) and it holds that: 
where E { } = the complete elliptic integral of the second type.
For formulas (25) and (26) there is valid identity (2r/a) = (2m/a), because (2n/a) = 0. It results from the next formula:
Classical Microlog has all its electrodes identical. This is long experimental knowledge supported by big amount of works and money. Therefore it holds that (A/a) = 1. All formulas for calculation are easier through that. And if (A/a) = 1 and (2m/a) > 5 the relationship is almost linear and we are allowed to use formula (2). The error is negligible and it is the case of the point electrodes. We shall distinctly see it in fig.2 for the disc electrodes.
What is also interesting is both derived formulas confirm one other. For a = 0.010m, AN = 0.025m and AM = 0.050m you will receive that (2m/a) N = 5, (2m/a) M = 10 and (A/a) = 1. This are those input values for calculation and it holds that k N = 0.32m and k M = 0.63m in both ways of calculation.
For (2m/a) → 1 there are relationships non-linear. It is an influence of dimension of electrodes where the diameter of disc is dominating. However, such influence is slight and for increasing factor (2m/a) is rapidly disappeared.
There is fully rightful question whether or not the shape of electrode plays a role in calculation of constants. We must say, yes. Next question is why they are just the disc electrodes and not the square electrodes. The answer will be in comparison of the disc and square electrodes.
The square electrodes have various positions .The square can look like square or like a diamond when the square is staying on one of its vertexes. What is interesting is it depends also on position of the square. Influence of the electrode dimensions is generally higher than it was for the disc electrodes. This was probably the main reason why producers preferred the disc electrodes over the square ones. Fig.3 confirms that.
For the square located on one of its sides there are these input formulas:
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The output formulas are following: and , 2 2 1
Relation (1) for the square electrodes enumerated after formulas (13), (33) and (34) is depicted on fig.3 . There are various ratios (A/a) there. All relationships tend also to the asymptote characterized with formula (2), however, in comparison to the disc electrodes; the inclination to the above asymptote is not so rapid.
In the domain where it holds that (2m/a) → 1 there is visible the non-linear character of relationships caused with dimensions of squares. This influence is stronger than it was for the disc electrodes and thanks to the character of curves the result is that the constant is higher than the expected value after formula (2).
If the square is presented like special case of diamond, you will attain other formulas:
The result of integration is possible to write down in the form: and , 2 2 1
Relationships for various (A/a) are depicted in fig.4 . They were enumerated after formulas (13), (52) and (53). All relationships incline to the asymptote defined with formula (2); the tendency to linearity is distinctly slower than it was for the disc electrodes. In the domain where (2m/a) → 1 there is observed bigger curvature of relations caused with dimensions of the diamond electrodes.
Relationship for (A/a) = 1 presents extraordinary exception which is almost linear. This is only the case being similar to relations for the disc electrodes. It is very close to the point electrodes. Experimental investigations do not refer about that, so this knowledge is contribution to praxis.
The initial points of all relationships are restricted with the dash-and-dot line defining field of validity of the above ones. All relations are directed by inequality:
Integration of formulas (28) and (35) was made with the help of Laplace transformation again. The linear domain for the disc electrodes for (A/a) = 1 is (2m/a) > 5; for types of the square and diamond electrodes it is (2m/a) > 40. The only exception is relation of the diamond electrodes when (A/a) = 1.
Calculation of constant for the micro-inverse
Formulas for calculation of both constants are following: In the electrically-homogeneous and isotropic surroundings we have to register an identical resistivity by both logs. Therefore there must be implemented the following condition:
On this condition there is valid that:
Furthermore, formula (58) says that k N = 0.5 k M ; after substitution into formula (56) it holds that:
This are conditions for registering of the same resistivity for the micro-normal and the microinverse in the electrically-homogeneous and isotropic surroundings. Equation (57) asks a certain selection of distances between electrodes. In the linear domain of relationship the mentioned equation is transformed like the following relation:
Tab.1 presents various geometry of Microlog for the disc electrodes and the square and diamond electrodes. Comparison of the experimentally-determined constants with the exactlycalculated ones 
Tab

Tab.2 Comparison of the experimentally-determined and exactly-calculated constants
Geometry
Experimentally-determined Exactly-calculated The disc electrodes k p = 0.480m, k g = 0.340m k p = 0.605m, k g = 0.619m The point electrodes -k p = 0.603m, k g = 0.605m 
